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Abstract—With the explosion of protein sequences generated
in the postgenomic era, there is a need for the development
of computational methods to characterize and classify them as
an alternative to the experimental methods that are expensive
and time consuming. Although the amino acid chains that
constitute proteins are originally symbolic chains they can be
converted into numerical sequences and processed as signals. One
recent approach represents a protein as a set of images derived
from numerical representations of the protein based on the
physicochemical properties of amino acids. Then a feature vector
is extracted from texture descriptors of the set of images. In
this paper we adopt the same approach of representing proteins
as sets of images but we propose to generate the images from
evolutionary or structural characterization of proteins instead
of generating them from physicochemical properties. We also
propose the use of an alternative texture descriptor that, in
combination with the proposed approach, obtains a significant
improvement of classification accuracy in a membrane protein
type prediction task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biomedical signal processing aims at extracting significant

information from observations of physiological activities of

organisms, ranging from gene and protein sequences, to neural

and cardiac rhythms, to tissue and organ images [1]. In the

case of protein sequences they consist of amino acid chains

where each amino acid is represented by a letter from a 20-

element alphabet. Thus, in order to use signal processing

methods, the symbolic chain must first be converted into a

numerical representation. One of the most common numerical

representations for proteins is based on the physicochemical

or biochemical properties of amino acids, i.e., amino acid

indices [2], where each index assigns a numerical value to

each amino acid, depending on the specific physicochemical

or biochemical property that the index represents. Signal

processing tools such as Fourier or wavelet transforms [3]–

[5], digital filters [6], or spectral similarity measures [7] have

been used in different protein sequence processing tasks.

Another very interesting approach is the one proposed

by Nanni et al. in [8] where proteins are represented as
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images and feature vectors, built from texture descriptors,

are obtained and used for classification tasks. In the two

methods, named PR (physicochemical representation) and CW

(continuous wavelet), that represent a protein as an image the

protein is first represented as a numerical signal based on

the physicochemical or biochemical properties of amino acids.

Then, in the case of PR, an image of size L× L (where L is

the protein length) is built for every physicochemical property

where the value of pixel (i, j) is the sum of the value of that

property for the amino acid in position i of the protein and

the value of the same property for the amino acid in position

j. In the case of CW the Meyer continuos wavelet is applied

to that same numerical representation and the wavelet power

spectrum is extracted by considering different decomposition

scales and processed as an image.

In this paper we propose to generate PR and CW images

as well but derived from evolutionary or structural character-

ization of proteins instead of physicochemical or biochemical

properties of amino acids. We will show that the proposed

approach in combination with an alternative texture descriptor

to those proposed in [8] obtains significant improvements in

a membrane protein type prediction task.

The paper is organized as follows. The original physico-

chemical based image representations are presented in Section

2. The proposed approach is described in Section 3. The

experimental framework and the obtained results are discussed

in Section 4. The last section is devoted to conclusions.

II. PHYSICOCHEMICAL BASED IMAGE REPRESENTATIONS

In order to represent each protein as an image, it is necessary

to first represent the amino acid chain that constitutes the

protein in numerical form as indicated before and, as it was

also stated, one common numerical representation is the one

based on the physicochemical or biochemical properties of

amino acids, i.e., the amino acid indices. There are 544

indices [2] where each index assigns a number to each

amino acid, depending on the specific physicochemical or

biochemical property that the index represents. Let a =
[a(0), a(1), . . . , a(L − 1)] represent the symbolic amino acid

chain in the protein that we are considering, where L is the

number of amino acids in the protein. We would generate the
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PR image of size L × L corresponding to amino acid index

Ii, PRimi, in the following way [8]

PRimi(j, k) = Ii(a(j)) + Ii(a(k)) j, k = 0, . . . , L− 1 (1)

where the value of pixel (j, k) is obtained as the sum of the

corresponding numerical values of property Ii for amino acid

a(j) and amino acid a(k). If the image has a size larger than

250× 250 it is resized to 250× 250 [8].

In the case of the CW image, CWimi, corresponding to

amino acid index Ii we have to first generate the numerical

representation of the amino acid chain corresponding to amino

acid index Ii, xi = [xi(0), xi(1), . . . , xi(L − 1)], simply by

substituting each amino acid in the chain by the corresponding

numerical value of the property Ii for that amino acid, i.e.,

xi = [Ii(a(0)), Ii(a(1)), . . . , Ii(a(L − 1))]. Then the Meyer

continuos wavelet considering 100 decomposition scales is

applied to signal xi. The resulting magnitude scalogram con-

stitute the CWimi image (size 100×L) corresponding to amino

acid index Ii [8].

Next a feature vector is extracted from each image based on

the calculation of texture descriptors. Two texture descriptors

are used on the PR and CW images, local phase quantization

(LPQ) [9] and local binary pattern histogram Fourier features

(LBP-HF) [10]. The LPQ texture analysis method utilizes the

Fourier phase information computed locally in a window for

every image position. The phases of the four low-frequency

coefficients are then decorrelated and uniformly quantized in

an eight-dimensional space where a histogram of the resulting

codewords is created and used as texture descriptor. The LBP-

HF method is based on the computation of uniform local

binary pattern histograms and then the extraction of features

from the histograms using the discrete Fourier transform.

LPQ represents each image with a feature vector of size

256 and LBP-HF with a feature vector of size 176.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this paper we propose to alternatively generate PR and

CW images from evolutionary or structural characterization of

proteins instead of generating them from physicochemical or

biochemical properties of amino acids.

Regarding the evolutionary features we propose to use Pro-

file Hidden Markov Models (PHMM) [11] that build an HMM

architecture for representing profiles of multiple sequence

alignments. We have obtained PHMM profiles from HH-

blits+HHmake software [12] with default options on UniProt

2016 dataset. The PHMM profile of an L length protein

sequence provides a 20 × L matrix, PH, containing the

following conditional probabilities

PH(i, j) = P (i|j) i = 1, .., 20 j = 0, . . . , L− 1 (2)

where P (i|j) represents the emission probability of amino acid

i at position j where the twenty essential amino acids are

numbered as shown in table I.

TABLE I. THE 20 ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS

1,A 2,R 3,N 4,D 5,C 6,Q 7,E 8,G 9,H 10,I
alanine arginine asparagine aspartic

acid

cysteine glutamine glutamic

acid

glycine histidine isoleucine

11,L 12,K 13,M 14,F 15,P 16,S 17,T 18,W 19,Y 20,V
leucine lysine methionine phenylala-

nine

proline serine threonine trypto-

phan

tyrosine valine

We then consider each one of the rows of matrix PH
as a numerical representation of the protein, i.e., xi =
[PH(i, 0), PH(i, 1), . . . , PH(i, L−1)] and generate the evo-

lutionary image PREimi corresponding to amino acid i as

PREimi(j, k) = PH(i, j)+PH(i, k) j, k = 0, . . . , L−1 (3)

Fig. 1. PRE image corresponding to amino acid 1 (PREim1) of membrane
protein P79336.

As for the evolutionary CW image in order to form it

we just apply the Meyer continuous wavelet in the same

way as described in the section above but now to signal

xi = [PH(i, 0), PH(i, 1), . . . , PH(i, L − 1)]. The resulting

magnitude scalogram constitute the CWEimi image (size

100× L) corresponding to amino acid i.
In the case of the structural features we propose to explore

the secondary structure of a protein. The sequence of amino

acid residues that form a protein is called the primary structure.

Secondary structure refers to the arrangement of the primary

amino acid sequence into motifs (local conformations) such

as α-helices, β-sheets and coils. α-helices are corkscrew-

shaped conformations where the amino acids are packed

tightly together, β-sheets are made up of two or more adjacent

strands of the molecule, extended so that the amino acids

are stretched out and the rest of conformations that are not

associated with a regular secondary structure are refered to

as coils. Given a protein sequence (primary structure) a =
[a(0), a(1), . . . , a(L − 1)], the secondary structure prediction

problem is to predict whether each amino acid a(j), j =
0, . . . , L − 1 belongs to an α-helix (H), a β-sheet (E), or a

coil (C). There is a number of secondary structure predictors

available [13] but PSIPRED (version 3) is one of the most

accurate [14]. PSIPRED incorporates two feed-forward neural
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networks and generates, for an input protein, a 3×L matrix SS
that contains the predicted likelihood of each one of the three

secondary structures (H,E,C) at amino acid residue position

j, j = 0, . . . , L− 1.

As with matrix PH we then consider each row of matrix

SS as a numerical representation of the corresponding protein,

i.e., xi = [SS(i, 0), SS(i, 1), . . . , SS(i, L − 1)] and generate

the structural PRSimi image corresponding to structure i as

PRSimi(j, k) = SS(i, j)+SS(i, k) j, k = 0, . . . , L−1 (4)

The structural CW image is generated as well by just

applying the Meyer continuous wavelet to signal xi =
[SS(i, 0), SS(i, 1), . . . , SS(i, L − 1)]. The resulting magni-

tude scalogram constitute the CWSimi image (size 100 × L)

corresponding to secondary structure i.
Additionally, we propose to explore the use of a recently

developed texture descriptor [15] named Binary Gabor Pattern

(BGP). This texture descriptor constitutes a multi-resolution

approach where the image is first convolved with J Gabor

filters with different orientations. The obtained responses are

then binarized obtaining J bits at each location and, by the

use of some rule (consisting in obtaining the maximum after

circular bitwise right shifts of the binarized response), a unique

integer named BGPri (rotation invariant binary Gabor pattern)

is assigned to each location. The descriptor is formed by the

histogram of its BGPris at multiple scales. BGP represents

each image with a feature vector of size 216 [15].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK AND RESULTS

The experimental framework will be focused on the task of

predicting membrane protein types. Although a lipid bilayer

provides the basic structure of all cell membranes and serves

as a permeability barrier to the molecules on either side of

it, most membrane functions are carried out by membrane

proteins [16]. There are different membrane protein types and

the function of a membrane protein is closely correlated with

the type it belongs to. Some membrane proteins transport

particular nutrients, metabolites, and ions across the lipid

bilayer. Others anchor the membrane to macromolecules on

either side or function as receptors that detect chemical signals

in the cells environment and relay them to the cell interior.

Additionally others work as enzymes to catalyze specific reac-

tions. With the explosion of protein sequences generated in the

postgenomic era, the determination of membrane protein types

by experimental methods is expensive and time consuming.

However knowing the type of uncharacterized membrane pro-

teins can be useful for both basic research and drug discovery.

It is therefore important to develop computational methods to

determine the types of membrane proteins.

The database used for this task is that described in [17] and

used in Nanni et al. [8] (MEM database). This dataset contains

7582 membrane proteins classified into eight different types:

(1) type-I single-pass transmembrane, (2) type-II single-pass

transmembrane, (3) type-III single-pass transmembrane, (4)

type-IV single-pass transmembrane, (5) multipass transmem-

brane, (6) lipid-chain anchored membrane, (7) GPI-anchored

membrane and (8) peripheral membrane. Types (1)-(4) span

the membrane only once, type (5) proteins span the membrane

more than once, type (6) proteins are attached to lipids

embedded within the cell membrane, type (7) proteins are

anchored to the membrane by covalent linkage to glycosyl-

phosphatidylinositol (GPI) and type (8) proteins adhere only

temporarily to the biological membrane with which they are

associated. The dataset is originally divided [17] into a training

subset (3249 proteins) and a test subset (4333 proteins).
In the original PR and CW methods [8], 50 physicochemical

properties are used and consequently 50 images are generated

by each method for every protein, one image for each physic-

ochemical property considered. Regarding the proposed meth-

ods, in the case of PRE and CWE, 20 images are generated

(one image for each one of the 20 essential amino acids) and,

in the case of PRS and CWS, 3 images are generated (one

image for each one of the 3 possible secondary structures H,

E, C). Then each image is represented by a texture descriptor

(LPQ, LBP-HF or the proposed BGP) feature vector and

support vector machines (SVM) used as classifiers. In all the

cases an RBF kernel is used with parameter selection by 3-fold

crossvalidation and grid search.
In table II we show the performance in terms of accuracy

(percentage of correctly classified proteins to all the proteins

in the test set) of the different approaches for the membrane

protein type multi-class classification task described above.

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OBTAINED BY THE

DIFFERENT IMAGE BASED APPROACHES FOR THE MEMBRANE PROTEIN

TYPE PREDICTION TASK (THE BEST PERFORMANCES ARE IN BOLD FACE).

LPQ LBP-HF BGP
PR [8] 76.62 - -
CW [8] - 82.18 -
PR (48 properties from [18]) 76.64 74.20 85.57
CW (48 properties from [18]) 85.67 86.40 87.28
PRE 82.53 88.69 92.20
CWE 89.45 89.66 90.30
PRS 80.64 81.70 85.28
CWS 81.91 82.69 83.24
PRE+PRS 85.21 89.96 92.75
CWE+CWS 89.06 91.14 90.81

The first two rows correspond to the results presented in

[8] where 50 physicochemical properties are used. In [8] it

is not indicated which particular 50 physicochemical indices

were the ones selected from the amino acid index database [2].

As we were interested in testing the behaviour of the original

PR and CW approaches with the new BGP texture descriptor

we used instead the 48 physicochemical properties selected

by Gromiha et al. and listed in [18]. The results obtained

by PR and CW with these 48 physicochemical properties

in combination with the three types of texture descriptors

are shown in the next two rows. The rest of the table

entries correspond to the results of the proposed approaches

PRE,CWE and PRS,CWS with the three texture descriptors

and to the combined approaches PRS+PRE and CWS+CWE.

In these classifiers we have built a unique feature vector for
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each protein that is formed by the concatenation of the texture

descriptor vectors corresponding to the images. In table III

we show the feature vector length for all the techniques and

the different texture descriptors. In the combined approaches

PRE+PRS and CWE+CWS we represent each protein by the

images generated by both PRE and PRS or both CWE and

CWS. In all the cases an SVM has been trained for each class

and a one-versus-the-rest approach adopted.

TABLE III. FEATURE VECTOR SIZE FOR EACH ONE OF THE DIFFERENT

IMAGE BASED APPROACHES

LPQ LBP-HF BGP
PR [8]

50× 256 50× 176 50× 216
CW [8]
PR(48 properties from [18])

48× 256 48× 176 48× 216
CW(48 properties from [18])
PRE

20× 256 20× 176 20× 216
CWE
PRS

3× 256 3× 176 3× 216
CWS
PRE+PRS

23× 256 23× 176 23× 216
CWE+CWS

As we can observe the best results are obtained by the

proposed schemes PRE and CWE in combination with the

BGP texture descriptor where we are obtaining 10 points of

improvement in accuracy with respect to the results in [8] and

5 points of improvement with respect to the physicochemical

based PR and CW schemes in [8] when combined with the

BGP descriptor. Regarding the PRS and CWS schemes both

also improve the results in [8] when combined with BGP but

are two points below the 48 physicochemical based PR and

CW schemes with BGP. It is however worth while noticing that

in the case of PRS and CWS only three images represent one

protein in comparison with the PR and CW schemes where 50

or 48 images are generated for each protein. The best overall

result is obtained by the PRE+PRS combined scheme with

BGP as texture descriptor where each protein is represented

by 23 images. It is interesting to point out that in the proposed

schemes the PR images (PRE or PRS) combined with the BGP

descriptor always obtain better results than the corresponding

CW images (CWE or CWS) but it is just the opposite in the

physicochemical based PR and CW schemes where the CW

images always obtain better results. This is an advantage as

the PR images are much faster to generate as they do not

imply any wavelet transform as it is the case with the CW

images. We can then conclude that in the evolutionary and

structural based representations the BGP texture descriptor is

particularly well suited to the PR type images.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed alternative image based

representations of proteins and applied them to a membrane

protein type classification task. We have shown how to gen-

erate PR and CW images from evolutionary or structural

characterization of proteins instead of generating them from

physicochemical or biochemical properties of amino acids as

it was originally proposed. In the case of the evolutionary

based images (PRE,CWE), we have built them using PHMM

profiles from HHblits and, in the case of the structural based

images (PRS,CWS), we have used the secondary structure

prediction obtained from PSIPRED. Then, texture descriptors

have been used as feature vectors for an SVM based membrane

protein type classification task. We have proposed to use the

recently developed BGP texture descriptor and obtained that

the evolutionary based image representations when combined

with BGP significantly improve classificaction accuracy. The

best results are finally obtained by the combined evolutionary-

structural PRE+PRS approach with BGP, concluding that the

BGP texture descriptor seems to be particularly well suited to

the PRE and PRS type images.
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